
BOXLIGHT Introduces the CD-725c: 
New DLP unit proves a portable projector can be both feature-filled and cost-conscious 

Poulsbo, WA (August 2002) — BOXLIGHT, the first name in digital projectors, has just unveiled the CD-725c—an 
ultra-bright, lightweight projection powerhouse that is up to almost any presentation challenge. 

The CD-725c comes equipped with 2000 ANSI lumens, true XGA (1024 x 768) resolution, HDTV-compatibility and a 
600:1 contrast ratio for superior image quality and reproduction in almost any business setting. What’s more, this 
6.8 lb. unit is light enough to be the perfect partner for the traveling presentation professional, yet sturdy enough 
to be permanently installed. 

Even though the CD-725c boasts a moderate MSRP of $3699, no compromises were taken when assembling the 
unit’s amazing array of high-quality features. Square-up and straighten an image in any environment with Digital 
Keystone Adjustment or, with the touch of a button, use the Digital Zoom Imaging to enhance a portion of the 
screen. Picture-in-picture capabilities and the wireless remote with a built-in laser pointer can add pizzazz to any 
presentation, while, with only 34 dB of audible noise, you will never be upstaged by the hum of the projector. 

“The BOXLIGHT CD-725c sets a new standard for brightness and features in a portable XGA projector,” said Jill 
Miller, Vice-President of Sales and Marketing for BOXLIGHT. “ This unit can easily fit the needs of many business 
presenters with plenty of features to spare. Perfect for the small business who wants one unit that can handle 
anything or the road warrior who needs a solution that can adapt to any environment, the CD-725c proves one 
projector can be everything to almost anybody.” 

Turn any presentation into a multimedia extravaganza with the CD-725c’s multiple audio and video inputs, which 
include connections for component, composite, and S-Video.  This unit ships with a variety of video cables and a 
soft carry case. 

The CD-725c AT –A-GLANCE 

• 2000 ANSI lumens: Keep the lights on and still experience bright and vivid images.  
• True 1024 x 768 XGA resolution: Compatible with most of today’s laptop and desktop computers, XGA 

resolution offers a crisp, clear picture.  
• 6.8 pounds: The CD-725c is portable and, with its small footprint, can be easily packed alongside a laptop.  
• 600:1 contrast ratio: Offers great image definition and video display.  
• Picture-in-Picture: Pull out details of a presentation and display them individually while giving a 

computerized presentation.  
• HDTV-compatible: Take advantage of the sharpest broadcast signals available today. Compatible with 

1080i, 720p, and 480p standards.  
• Digital Keystone Adjustment (on remote): At the touch of a button, create a square image in virtually 

any environment.  
• Digital zoom imaging: Enhance an area of the screen. Perfect for use with spreadsheets or other detailed 

documents.  
• Quiet 34 dB audible noise rating: Ultra-quiet fan will not be heard during a presentation.  
• Manual zoom lens: Allows for presenting in variable room conditions.  
• Multiple audio & video inputs: Connect a number of devices at the same time for multimedia 

presentations.  
• Monitor loop-through: Easily connect a monitor to the projector when using a desktop computer.  

BOXLIGHT is the first name in digital projectors with more experience and selection than anyone in the industry. 
Selling display and projection technology under its own brand of BOXLIGHT Certified, the company also offers the 
most innovative, high-quality products from InFocus, Hitachi, Sony, Proxima, and Epson. 

BOXLIGHT offers one of the best service and support packages available with a 15-day money back guarantee, 
two-year parts and labor warranty and a 120-day lamp guarantee. This is coupled with lifetime 24-hour technical 
support on all of its branded products, and a 30-day upgrade policy to ensure that each product precisely fits the 
needs of the customer. 

Founded in 1985, BOXLIGHT operations have expanded to encompass sales in the United States, Canada, and 
worldwide. In addition, in conjunction with American Express Equipment Finance, the company also offers a 
convenient Web-based leasing program with low monthly payments, flexible terms, and purchase options. 

Projector specifications, photographs, prices, and additional information regarding BOXLIGHT products and services 
are available on-line at www.boxlight.com or by calling 800-762-5757 (USA) or 360-770-7901 (International). 

 


